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摘  要 










































The thorough development that turns along with global economy integral whole, 
how keep the development advantage of oneself in the middle of participating in the 
spring tide that the global market economy competes, would be the problem of local 
and foreign trade business enterprise initial solution. The local business enterprise 
wants to raise the core competencies of foreign trade business enterprise, in addition 
to spending to devote major efforts to annoy on the product quality and service, have 
to still just foreign trade management up shorten and the margin of other competition 
business enterprises. The market economy competition of globalization, coming to a 
decision the foreign trade business enterprise has to adopt management method, the 
forerunner's production and management means of science, and modernization of 
calculator network information technique to promote the comprehensive competition 
real strength of business enterprise. 
Along with the foreign trade business enterprise information-based construction 
urgent need, the local foreign trade software product market appeared unprecedented 
prosperous, the each foreign trade business management system software also 
emerges with the tide of the times. But many foreign trade software as to it's position 
to prohibit indeed, mostly limit at such as the development of business enterprise ERP 
system, because of outward the foreign trade understand not and deeply, consequently 
many software systems don't can availably satisfy an foreign trade business enterprise 
the customer's need, it may be said the title is numerous, the quality is not and 
together. 
Aim at the actual need circumstance of foreign trade business of our country, 
argument the possibility of system construction, pass thorough analysis and 
investigation, this paper actively investigate concern foreign affairs the 
information-based management style of business, gave the more perfect foreign trade 
management system the solution. By the analysising and comparing the B/S system 
structure mode and the SQL of database technique and MVC design mode, system 
design and realization being lay good technique foundation. The adoption pressed the 
way of the function mold piece demarcation to carry on need analysis to the function 
realization of system. Designs part in the system, in addition to carrying on a design to 














system structure, system layering and system of system the structure and database 
carried on a detailed design. This dissertation researched how to set up a manias 
configuring of the trade manage information system, and carried on a various design 
to the safe control of system, carried out a more perfect trade management of a 
function information system. The research of dissertation has more viable theories 
meaning and actual application value to the management level and efficiency that 
promotes to concern foreign affairs business.   
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